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LOGLINE 

 

 
During an idyllic weekend getaway in the woods, two couples partake in a 
series of ritualistic purges that unleash their primal selves. 
 

 
 

SYNOPSIS 
 

 
In the hopes of revitalizing their marriage, a husband and wife retreat to a 
remote cabin with some longtime friends. Their pleasant interaction quickly 
assumes a relentless intensity as they push one another, mentally and 
physically, towards transcendence.  This shortcut to enlightenment, however, 
has unexpected consequences.  A rigorously formal film, Excursions burns 
slowly, evolving from an exacting series of durational long-takes into a living, 
breathing, cacophony of madness. 
 
 
 
CAST 
 
Wife……………………………………..…….………….….JACQUELINE WRIGHT 
Husband……...………………………….……………………HUGO ARMSTRONG  
Girlfriend………………………………………………..….………MANDY FREUND 
Boyfriend………………………………………………..….….CODY HENDERSON 
 
 
CREW 
 
Director/Co-Writer/Producer/Camera/Edit.......................….DANIEL MARTINICO 
Co-Writer/Producer………………………………….……..…HUGO ARMSTRONG 
Producer………………………………………..….……………CLAY HAZELWOOD 
Art Direction…………………………….……….….………….COSMO SEGURSON 
Location Sound……………………………………………...……....ZACH HORTON 
Sound Re-Recording Mixer………………………………………...…TOM BOYKIN 
Mixed at……………………………………………………………..ANARCHY POST 
Colorist………….……………………………………………………..LOREN WHITE 
 



 
 
 

 
PRESS QUOTES 

 

 
 
"Trippy and primal … This film plays on all senses and holds nothing back."     

— Alece Oxendine, Keyframe 
 
 

"One of the craziest things I’ve seen all year, an assured dive right into the deep end 
done with so much confidence and precision that it demands admiration."     

— CJ Prince, The Film Stage 
 
 
“Wielding duration and frame like forceps and scalpel, Excursions bears down with its 
brutally steadfast eye, from the most mundane details edging up to the borders of 
perception.” 
 

— Jon Kieran, New Orleans Film Fest Program Notes 
 
 
 “A beautiful yet beguiling experience ... will lull adept cineastes into a state of 
cinematic bliss." 
 

— Don Simpson, Smells Like Screen Spirit 
 
 
"Stylized and wonderfully acted, Excursions provides us with a confident filmmaking 
style, a rigid internal logic and mesmerizing performances — all of which serve to take 
us through a transformative experience equal to those of the characters." 
 

— Adrian Cruz, Lebanon Daily Record 
 
 
“A fascinating account of how we use ritual to explore the depths of our psyches and 
the depths of our souls." 
 

— William L. Blizek, Journal of Religion & Film 
 
 
"Excursions is a slow burn that eventually sets your hair on fire. What begins as an 
idyllic couples getaway for Los Angeles yuppies quickly subverts into an animalistic 
symphony of oddities that pulls viewers down a rabbit hole, and then collapses the 
hole behind them." 

— Josh Mandel, Slamdance Program Notes 
  
 
"Fuck." 
         — Ben Umstead, Twitch 



THE FILM STAGE     
 
 

The Best Undistributed Films of 2016  by CJ Prince 
 
Excursions (Daniel Martinico) 
 

 
 
Ever since its premiere at Slamdance, not enough people have been talking about 
Daniel Martinico’s Excursions, though that’s because not enough people have 
even heard about it. Excursions is one of the craziest things I’ve seen all year, an 
assured dive right into the deep end done with so much confidence and precision 
that it demands admiration. It takes place over a weekend getaway in the forest as 
two couples get together to try achieving a state of transcendence through a series 
of meditations and exercises. When those methods don’t work, they resort to 
extreme measures to force a state of enlightenment. Much of Excursions is 
inexplicable in the best way possible, with Martinico abandoning convention as his 
film becomes more and more abstract once the characters come closer to their 
goal. It’s a compelling and exhaustive experience, one that always feels like it’s on 
the verge of devouring itself, but I think about it more than any other film I’ve seen 
all year. 
 

		
	
https://thefilmstage.com/features/the-best-undistributed-films-of-2016/ 



	
	
Review: EXCURSIONS, The Best Worst Trip 
 

BEN UMSTEAD, U.S. EDITOR; LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA  
 
Sometimes you just have to get away. Far, far away. Sometimes you can't see the forest for the 
trees. And sometimes those trees seem to get to talking to you. Fuck. 
 
Filmmakers Daniel Martinico & Hugo Armstrong came to Slamdance in 2012 with OK, Good, 
about an actor getting in touch with his rawest self. They return this year with their second feature 
collaboration Excursions, about two city-dwelling couples on the search for utter transcendence. 
But what if that transcendence is forced? 
 
Director Martinico co-writes and produces with Armstrong, who also stars, along with Jacqueline 
Wright, Cody Henderson and Mandy Freund, in what could very well be described as Michael 
Hanake's The Seventh Continent via a hot yoga class. Starting with drinking and a series of 
weekend-in-the-woods games that go from dominoes to cup stacking, the couples then dive into 
the deep end, swapping partners, before going for a full-on cleanse, intense energy work and 
well... chronicling all four chapters of the film would spoil the astoundingly dark and exceedingly 
hilarious scenes within. 
 
Martinico's minimalist long take aesthetic set in the first two chapters of the film allows for the 
weirder elements to rise and fall as if one is trying to hold back a laugh in a meeting, and it keeps 
sneaking out as a snicker before quickly finding your composure again. Through the arrival of the 
first couple and the second there is a breaking down of routines, from unpacking, to chopping 
wood (or attempting to chop wood) that is nearly slapstick in nature. Our first couple is certainly 
experiencing a rift between them. We are never sure what it is about, but you can read it all over 
their faces and in their body language. If this weekend sojourn isn't going to bring about some 
kind of enlightenment they might as well be finished.           
 
As we move along with the couples in their practices, we move away from the carefully 
composed, design-minded shots of the first half, into more and more closeups of hands and faces, 
quick cuts between the ever interwoven bodies and breaths, chants, hums, wind whipping through 
the trees. Though Excursions does spiral into something of a bad trip film, it is not a psychedelic 
freak out. Martinico keeps our viewpoint fairly grounded in everyday reality, emphasizing the 
ebbs and flows of nature to parallel the intense inner states the couples are tumbling and crashing 
into. This choice makes the film as funny as it is. And that'd be an awkward kind of funny. 
Should we be laughing at these people? Is it okay to think they're a bit dense, just as much as we 
might go "oh these poor folks! Can't they see the inherent beauty right in front of them?" 
 
None of this would work as well as it does if it wasn't for the wonderfully committed cast. The 
cabin in the woods environment has always been a cinematic staple for some weird shit to go 
down, sure, but this is that small DIY film that has such a intimate crew where trust is built up so 
that the director and his actors can just really let loose and explore. 
 
Excursions, as a whole, is a blast to watch. It curtails exploitation and horror tropes with just 
enough verve to make fans of those genres nod in approval, yet makes fun of such things all the 
same. The film's funniest and most human thematic through line probably comes in the notion 
that enlightenment can come in myriad ways... even in the ironic notion that there's no such thing 
as enlightenment at all. There's just the wind and the trees, and look there's a woman covered in 
mud and dirt, eyes as big as golf balls, about to pop straight outta her skull. I guess that's life.       
 
 
http://screenanarchy.com/2016/01/slamdance-2016-review-excursions-the-best-worst-trip.html 



	
	
Excursions | Slamdance Review 
 
By Don Simpson  
	
Daniel Martinico’s Excursions starts off fairly unsuspecting, relishing in the mundanities of life. A 
wife (Jacqueline Wright) and husband (Hugo Armstrong) arrive at a remote house surrounded by 
a dense forest. They silently unpack groceries, then lift their suitcases up a spiral staircase. The 
seemingly mundane activities continue with the chopping of wood and yoga, and conclude with 
the couple reading in bed. But what is most striking about this initial ten minute sequence (well, 
besides the transcendent cinematography) is the lack of dialogue. Has this couple reached that 
phase of their marriage that they no longer feel the need to communicate or are they angry with 
each other? Will there be any dialogue in this film?  
 
Eventually, another couple (Mandy Freund, Cody Henderson) arrives at the house. The foursome 
eats, drinks and plays a variety of games (ranging from rock-paper-scissors to dominoes). When 
the couples do talk, the conversations feel forced and inconsequential; Martinico, instead, keeps 
the film’s focus on the significance of their surrounding environment, preferring the sounds of 
ambient noises over dialogue. 
 
The next day, the two couples start an intense cleansing process, leading into a series of new 
age-y rituals. Their goal, presumably, is to achieve some sort of enlightenment. A psychedelic 
freak-out of sorts, Martinico develops this phase of the film into a hypnotically rhythmic 
menagerie of sounds and images. Rapid fire close-ups of hands and faces are paired with the 
grunts and moans of the soundtrack, visually deconstructing the raw emotional intensity of the 
activities, rather than showing the activities as a cohesive whole. It is a beautiful yet beguiling 
experience. 
 
Martinico captures each chapter of the film in subtly unique ways, making slight changes in the 
sound design, editing structure, and the camerawork. His enrapturing approach to purely visceral 
storytelling creates an entrancingly oblique piece of art that will most likely be too challenging for 
the average moviegoer, but will lull adept cineastes into a state of cinematic bliss. Excursions will 
certainly test and challenge the ever-shortening attention spans of the world (or at least the 
United States), but judging from OK, Good (Slamdance 2012) and now Excursions, Martinico 
knows precisely who his audience is. 
 
Rating: 8/10 
 
http://smellslikescreenspirit.com/2016/01/excursions-slamdance-review/ 



 
 
 
 
 
BIOS 

 

 
 
DANIEL MARTINICO  (Director/Co-Writer/Producer) 
 

Daniel Martinico’s debut feature OK, Good premiered at Slamdance, had its 
international premiere at the Sydney Film Festival, and was awarded the Grand 
Jury Prize at Mauvais Genre.  Martinico’s previous appropriation-based works 
have exhibited in galleries, festivals, and museums internationally, including the 
Los Angeles County Museum of Art, LA Filmforum, Il Cinema Ritrovato, and 
Rencontres Internationales Paris/Berlin.  Excursions is his second feature film.  
 
 
HUGO ARMSTRONG  (Co-Writer/Producer/“HUSBAND”) 
 

Hugo Armstrong is the co-writer and producer of the feature films OK, Good 
and Excursions.  He also served as executive producer on the documentary 
Character, featuring Harry Dean Stanton, Sydney Pollack, and Peter Falk.  As 
an actor, Armstrong has appeared in numerous independent films, including 
Coherence, Lucky, and OK, Good.  He has received five Ovation awards and 
two Los Angeles Drama Critics awards for his work on the stage.  Armstrong is 
a graduate of Cal Arts. 
 
 
CLAY HAZELWOOD  (Producer) 
 

Clay Hazelwood is a CalArts graduate and writer-producer-editor who’s worked 
with PBS, The Cartoon Network, Entertainment Tonight, and CBS Television 
(among others).  He’s currently in pre-production on the film Bare-Knuckle 
Valentine. 
 
 
JACQUELINE WRIGHT  (“WIFE”) 
 

Jacqueline Wright has worked as a stage actor and playwright in Los Angeles 
and New York.  She is the recipient of LA Weekly awards and several Ovation 
and Drama Critics Circle nominations for her work on the stage. Wright can be 
seen in the films Burn After Reading, North Country, and Walkout.  She is 
currently in post-production on Eat Me, a feature film that she wrote and plays 
the lead.  Wright is a graduate of Cal Arts. 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
CODY HENDERSON  (“BOYFRIEND”) 
 

Cody Henderson is a Los Angeles playwright, actor, and musician. His works 
have been seen at Walt Disney Concert Hall, Center Theater Group, Boston 
Court, Plaza de la Raza, and the Ojai Playwrights Festival.  He has a BFA and 
MFA from CalArts. 
 
 
MANDY FREUND  (“GIRLFRIEND”) 
 

Mandy Freund has been on the stage in LA, NY, San Francisco, The Kennedy 
Center in DC and Dijon, France.  Her TV and film credits include The Good 
Dinosaur, The West Wing, Bones, Undeclared and OK, Good.  She is a 
member of LA's Evidence Room theater company and a graduate of the 
California Institute of the Arts.  She lives in Oakland. 
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